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A car-sharing system has been playing an important role as an alternative transport mode in order to avoid traffic congestion and
pollution due to a quick growth of usage of private cars. In this paper, we propose a novel vehicle relocation system with a major
improvement in threefolds: (i) data preprocessing, (ii) demand forecasting, and (iii) relocation optimization. +e data pre-
processing is presented in order to automatically remove fake demands caused by search failures and application errors. +en, the
real demand is forecasted using a deep learning approach, Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit. Finally, the Minimum Cost
Maximum Flow algorithm is deployed to maximize forecasted demands, while minimizing the amount of relocations. Fur-
thermore, the system is deployed in the real use case, entitled “CUToyota Ha:mo,” which is a car-sharing system in Chulalongkorn
University. It is based on a web application along with rule-based notification via Line. +e experiment was conducted based on
the real vehicle usage data in 2019. By comparing in real environment in November of 2019, the results show that our model even
outperforms the manual relocation by experienced staff. It achieved a 3% opportunity loss reduction and 3% less relocation trips,
reducing human effort by 17 man-hours/week.

1. Introduction

With the growth in population and economy, a car-sharing
system becomes an alternative public transportation that
alleviates road traffic congestion [1]. Experts in the trans-
portation field predicted that car sharing can significantly
increase in the next ten years, especially in Asia-Pacific [2],
and can become a possible bridging mode between private
cars and traditional public transportation such as bus and
train. Furthermore, the number of car-sharing users is
predicted to reach 36 million accounts, and the value of the
global car-sharing market is forecast to be 11 billion US
dollars in 2024 [3].

From the past to the present, there have been two main
design choices for a car-sharing system. +e first design is a
round-trip car-sharing system. In this design, a customer
needs to reserve a vehicle in advance and return the vehicle
at the station they picked. +e other design is a one-way car-
sharing system. Multiple vehicles are available for customers
at multiple stations. A customer can pick a vehicle from a
station and return the vehicle at any station in the operation
area. If the one-way car-sharing system operates efficiently, it
can be more beneficial for both customers and operators,
compared to the round-trip car-sharing system [4]. How-
ever, in the one-way car-sharing system, the number of
vehicles at each station can become imbalanced in the sense
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that too many vehicles are available at the low-demand
stations while the high-demand stations contain very few
vehicles [5]. Such a situation leads to opportunity loss for the
car-sharing system. In order to reduce the opportunity loss,
an effective vehicle relocation strategy needs to be
considered.

Several strategic solutions have been proposed for ve-
hicle relocation in the one-way car-sharing system, which
can be classified into two categories. +e first category is the
user-based strategy, in which customers/users are incen-
tivized by marketing campaigns and then help relocating the
vehicles [6–11].+is strategy easily scales with the number of
users and does not need efforts from the vehicle operators.
Nevertheless, it is not guaranteed that the users will always
follow the vehicle relocation plan as expected. +e second
category is the operator-based strategy, in which the vehicle
operator forecasts the demands at each station and then
sends the operation staff to relocate the vehicles according to
the demand forecasting results.+is strategy ensures that the
vehicle relocation tasks are done as needed but requires
highly experienced staff to work for the vehicle relocation
[8, 12–18]. In [12, 15], solutions based on the mathematical
models and rule-based algorithms were proposed. In [13],
the battery consumption and recharging issues were con-
sidered in order to optimize the relocation operation. Re-
cently, in [14, 19], the deep neural network for demand
management in a car-sharing system is introduced. Al-
though all of the aforementioned solutions show im-
provements in relocation operations based on the realistic
data, none of them has been implemented in the real-world
car-sharing system.

In this paper, we propose a novel vehicle relocation system
with major improvements in data preprocessing, demand
forecasting, and relocation optimization. Our proposed system
is designed for one-way car-sharing system with an operator-
based strategy. Firstly, the data preprocessing automatically
removes fake demands caused by search failures and appli-
cation errors. +en, the real vehicle demand at each station is
forecasted using a deep learning approach called Bidirectional
GRU. We have described the reason for using BiGRU in
Section 4.2. Finally, the Minimum Cost Maximum Flow al-
gorithm is deployed to maximize the vehicle availability
according to the forecasted demands, while minimizing the
amount of relocations. Furthermore, our proposed system is
deployed in the real use case entitled, “CU Toyota Ha:mo,”
which is a car-sharing system in Chulalongkorn University,
Bangkok, +ailand. Monitoring dashboard and relocation
notification for the operation staff are also implemented in our
system. In the experiment, the model was trained using the
usage log in 2019. +e results show that the relocation plan
prepared by our model is better than the plan managed by
human experts. It can reduce human effort to a great extent.
Furthermore, the system has been deployed in the real-world
scenario. +e results show that our system can successfully
operate and replace the existing human process at the oper-
ation room.

In summary, our contributions compared to prior at-
tempts are as follows: +e main goal of our work is to
propose the whole vehicle relation system in the real-world

situation. To provide a suitable relocation plan, it is crucial to
have vehicle demands in the future. +us, ours is the first
research work that contains both vehicle demand forecasting
and relocation plan optimization in the real-world situation.
However, all prior attempts [9, 10, 12–15, 17] are just based
on a simulated environment, and none of them proposed
bothmodules as a complete solution. In demand forecasting,
we are one of the pioneers who have applied and compared
various kinds of deep learning networks. Furthermore, the
new loss function has been proposed to take both demand
from departure and destination stations into consideration.
Also, the vehicle assignment procedure is proposed as a
post-processing step of our demand forecasting model.
From an intensive experiment, our results show that Bi-GRU
outperformed the previous approach, LSTM [14, 19]. For
relocation optimization, the optimization approach called
“Minimum Cost Maximum Flow” is applied in order to
achieve the best relocation plan, while others [11, 16] are
based on a simple rule on a simulated environment.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 discusses the related works. Section 3 explains the overall
system and the existing operation of CU Toyota Ha:mo. Our
proposed vehicle relocation system including data pre-
processing, demand forecasting, and relocation optimization
are described in Section 4. +e performance evaluation is
discussed in Section 5.+e conclusion is elaborated in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Vehicle relocation strategies can be classified into two main
categories: the user-based strategy and the operator-based
strategy [8]. +e user-based strategy is based on the users who
are available or comfortable to help perform the required
relocation tasks. Basically, some incentives such as discounts or
free trips are offered to the users. Febbraro et al. [6] proposed a
discount for users who volunteer to perform vehicle relocation.
Barth et al. [7] introduced two user-based relocation methods
called trip joining and trip splitting. When the system realizes
that it is becoming imbalanced, it will split users that havemore
than one passenger to relocate multiple vehicles to the desti-
nation station. Conversely, if two users are taking the exact
same route at the same time, the system will request the two
users tomerge into one usage. In addition, Cepolina and Farina
[9] investigated a fully user-based vehicle relocation for a car-
sharing system in the urban areas. In order to deal with the
unbalanced demand, their proposed system notifies the users
who are interested in moving the vehicles to the target parking
lots. +is is not only good for the system management but also
benefits the users. Recently, Angelopoulus et al. [10] introduced
the user-based strategy for e-motorbike sharing. +e idea
behind is to combine the public transportation information
and graph theory to grant discounts to users. Furthermore, to
evaluate the idea, they applied their strategy for a free-floating
system in the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain. +ese previous
researches show that there are various solutions for the user-
based strategy. In this paper, our scenario is based on a car-
sharing system in a campus of the university. So, the operator-
based strategy is simpler and more efficient since it is suitable
for a small area (campus).
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Contrary to the user-based strategy, the operator-based
strategy is based on vehicle relocation performed by the
operation staff. Herbawi et al. [12] identified the vehicle
relocation as an NP-hard optimization problem and pro-
posed an evolutionary algorithm for a car-sharing system.
+eir algorithm was evaluated on real-world data published
by a car rental and sharing company, “car2go.” +ey also
investigated the system adaptation on the different pa-
rameters, such as the maximum allowed duration. Gam-
bella et al. [13] considered the vehicle relocation from the
viewpoint of the service provider. +e objective is to
maximize the profit associated with the trips performed by
the users. +ey introduced a mathematical model for
managing staff assignments in a large-scale, car-sharing
system by considering battery consumption and recharging
processes. +eir solutions were developed and tested on a
set of realistic data derived from an existing car-sharing
system. According to their result, solving the relocation in a
car-sharing system is worth and makes the service provider
achieve larger profits. By considering the operation staff’s
effort and cost, Kek et al. [15] presented a decision support
system to determine a set of near-optimal manpower and
operating parameters for the vehicle relocation problem. To
evaluate and test their system, a simulation was conducted
using a data set of commercially operational data from a
car-sharing system in Singapore. Regarding the electric
vehicle (EV), in [13, 16], the proper solution for EV is
examined because the constraints such as charging stations
need to be considered. Lu et al. [17] introduced the solution
based on matching between the user request and the
remaining quantity of electric of EV on simulation. Martin
et al. [18] applied the Markov model, a stochastic model
which models temporal or sequence data, for relocation
tasks in one-way. With the increasing popularity of deep
learning, Qu et al. [20] used a simple feed-forward model
with historical traffic flow data and contextual factor data
for daily long-term traffic flow forecasting. Yu et al. [14]
introduced an analytical system that deployed Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) for forecasting short-term vehicle
demand. +ey also used multiple temporal features, in-
cluding the time of day, day of week, and weather con-
dition. For evaluation, they used real-world data from a
car-sharing system in Chengdu. +en, they demonstrated
the reaction of the car-sharing market toward the operating
strategies based on the data from two service providers.
Ning et al. [19] also used LSTM for demand forecasting,
and confirmed the simulation results using a statistical
hypothesis test called “Granger causality”. Zhaowei et al.
[21] used M-B-LSTM, an end-to-end hybrid deep learning
model, for short-term traffic flow forecasting. Ma et al. [22]
applied a clustering technique to create many sub-models
based on deep neural networks. +en, they [23] proposed
the contextual convolutional recurrent neural model to
extract inter-and-intra-day traffic patterns for daily traffic
flow forecasting. Motivated by the results of these re-
searches, we investigated using a variety of recurrent neural
network architecture for a similar purpose. In our scenario,
the optimization algorithm must be computationally effi-
cient since the relocation schedule should be run often

(hourly) due to a limited number of sharing cars; therefore,
the evolutionary algorithm is not suitable for our scenario
because of its high computation cost. Also, more variations
of deep learning algorithms, for example, GRU and Bidi-
rectional GRU, are investigated in our work apart from
LSTM. We not only just employ those networks but also
design our model specifically for the car-sharing system.

Even though the previous studies on the user-based and
the operator-based strategies have shown outstanding per-
formance, they were mostly evaluated by feeding real-world
data to their solution offline, while results from the actual
deployment were not reported. +is inspires us to evaluate
our solution not only by using realistic data but also by
deploying it in the car-sharing system operating in the real
world. Furthermore, most prior works focused on traffic
forecasting in an open environment, which allows the un-
limited number of vehicles in open areas. It is quite different
from our vehicle relocation, in which the number of stations
and vehicles is fixed.

3. CU Toyota Ha:mo System

Since 2017, Chulalongkorn University and Toyota have col-
laboratively launched a car-sharing system entitled “CUToyota
Ha:mo” (henceforth referred to as Hamo), as shown in Fig-
ure 1. With Hamo’s system, university personnel, such as
students, teachers, and staff, can go anywhere in the campus
quickly. +is system provides them an environment-friendly
alternative mode of transportation that complements a public
transport within the university. +e system performed well in
its early stages, but as it is, it cannot avoid opportunity loss
problems when it has more users. To deal with this issue,
Hamo’s staff employ a manual relocation-based solution by
approximating the number of vehicles at each station by their
own experience. However, this solution is time-consuming and
expensive, while also requiring staff’s experience to be effective.

+is section is organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes
the dataset and the data collection process, as well as dis-
tinguishes between successful and failed usages. Section 3.2
explains Hamo’s existing operation and the problems it
currently faces.

3.1. Dataset. Our dataset contains the history of shared
vehicle reservations and usages in Hamo’s service. +ese
data were collected through Hamo’s mobile application,
where users are required to make reservations before picking
up and using the vehicles. As shown in Figure 2, each entry
contains information on the user’s trip, for example, the
departure station, the destination station, and the reserva-
tion duration. +ese reservation records can be used to
predict the demand at a given time in the future. According
to the data, we define a successful usage as a feasible res-
ervation for which a complete trip can be provided, and a
failed usage as an unsuccessful reservation where the desired
trip cannot be fulfilled. +e failed usages can occur due to
lack of vehicles at the departure station and/or unavailability
of parking lots at the destination station, leading to op-
portunity losses in the system.
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To provide Hamo’s service for customers, there are 22
stations and 30 vehicles available from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
weekdays. +e service is closed on weekends and national
holidays. Figure 3 shows the service area in the university
campus. In our study, we used the data recorded from
December of 2017 to October of 2019. According to the data,
user behaviors can be analyzed. For example, it can be seen
that a lot of usage records were created 30 minutes before 9
a.m., which was the starting time of the first lecture.
Moreover, it can be seen that only a few usage records were
made during the ongoing time of the lecture.

Figure 4 shows the number of failed usages separated by
stations in November of 2018. As can be seen, the top three
stations that have the highest number of failed usages are
stations 4, 12, and 2, respectively. +is is because these
stations are located near the shopping mall and/or the
faculty with a high number of students. On the other hand,
stations 13, 17, and 20 are the top three stations that have the
lowest number of failed usages. +is is because these stations
are located near the faculty with a low number of students
and/or difficult to arrive on foot. According to these results,
we can know which stations have a high demand, and which

stations have a low demand. +us, at a given time, we can
design the vehicle relocation based on the demand in each
station. In our design, such information will be considered
together with other important factors such as distances
between two stations and staff’s workloads.

3.2. Hamo’s Existing Operation. Traditionally, Hamo’s staff
have resolved the opportunity-loss problem by performing the
following statistical analysis. First, the operation staff divide the
operating time intomultiple time slots and thenmanually assess
the demands at each station in each time slot.+e ranking of the
stations with the highest demand to the lowest demand is
presented in a table. Next, vehicles will be assigned to each
station ordered by its forecasted demand, so the station with
higher demand will be assigned first. Also, we are going to leave
at least one parking lot at each station for an incoming vehicle. In
contrast, the stations with low demand will be assigned a few
vehicles or none. Lastly, based on the table, the operation staff
will relocate the appropriate amount of vehicles every two hours.

We investigated that in the data there exist a lot of fake
demands. +is occurred in the data records due to user/system

(a) (b)

Figure 1: An example of a vehicle in CU Toyota Ha:mo system (a) being operated by a user and (b) being parked at a charging station.

UserID Date Reservation time Departure station Destination station End usage time

0 ID#60431 2017-12-01 07:18:06 01 exit cham square 07 chamchuri 5 07:44:52
1 ID#95550 2017-12-01 07:20:35 12 CU terrace 04 engineering 07:44:26
2 ID#17356 2017-12-01 08:14:03 12 CU terrace 04 engineering 08:23:57
3 ID#52570 2017-12-01 08:40:04 03 sala prakeaw 02 economics 08:46:27
4 ID#52570 2017-12-01 08:47:49 02 economics 03 sala prakeaw 08:53:13
5 ID#76189 2017-12-01 09:14:27 12 CU terrace 03 sala prakeaw 09:23:33

(a)

UserID Date Reservation time Departure station Destination station Status

0 ID#90382 2017-12-01 07:06:19 01 exit to cham square 05 arts 1
1 ID#85616 2017-12-01 07:14:40 06 chamchuri 9 06 chamchuri 9 2
2 ID#85616 2017-12-01 07:14:47 06 chamchuri 9 03 sala prakeaw 2
3 ID#85616 2017-12-01 07:15:08 01 exit to cham square 01 exit to cham square 1
4 ID#51386 2017-12-01 07:16:35 01 exit to cham square 01 exit to cham square 1
5 ID#51386 2017-12-01 07:16:36 01 exit to cham square 01 exit to cham square 1

(b)

Figure 2: +e log of Hamo’s existing system. (a) +e log of successful usages and (b) the log of failed usages (Status 1 means no available
vehicle at the departure station and Status 2 means no available parking lot at the destination station).
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errors. For example, some users repeat their reservation several
times after their first attempt fails. +is causes the number of
reservation records no longer reflects the number of the actual
usage. Another example is when the system creates multiple
reservation records from users while they are driving the ve-
hicles. +is is a system error and should not happen in the
system. However, since these fake demands actually appear in
the data, the operation staffmanually remove them one by one.
+is consumes a lot of time and effort of the staff.

4. Our Proposed System

+e relocation system has been proposed as illustrated in
Figure 5 and includes four modules: (i) automatic data

preprocessing, (ii) vehicle demand forecasting, (iii) relocation
optimization, and (iv) web application. Given the history of
reservations of the service, the task of our system is to au-
tomatically determine optimal vehicle relocation trips for the
staff. First, fake demands are removed with an automatic data
preprocessing algorithm according to the staff’s experience.
Second, for each hour in the operating time, we normalize the
departure demand fraction and the destination demand
fraction, so that the summation of all stations is one at each
time step. In our data set, the interval of data is hourly. We
aim to forecast one day ahead, so there are 12 forecasted time
steps representing 12 operating hours/day. +e input window
is 30 days prior to the forecasted day (360 time steps), and the
output is one time step ahead with the rolling strategy to

Hamo’s service area
Public road that available for Hamo’s vehicles

Figure 3: Service area in the university campus (source: CU Toyota Ha:mo website available at https://www.cutoyotahamo.com/en/
graphic_map-2/).
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complete the whole time steps of the forecasted day. +e
model’s architecture is based on a recurrent neural network,
which is suitable for dealing with time series data. +e
rankings are then transformed into suitable amounts of ve-
hicles that each station should have.+ird, theMinimumCost
Maximum Flow algorithm is applied on the existing and
suitable amount of vehicles at each station, to find the optimal
vehicle relocation trips for the staff. Finally, the relocation
plans are deployed in our web application and they are au-
tomatically notified to all staff.

4.1. Automatic Data Preprocessing. To reduce the staff’s
workload on manual preprocessing, we implemented the
following automatic data preprocessing based on the pro-
cedures described by the staff in order to remove fake de-
mands. Our preprocessing is shown in Figure 6. First, we
took the reservation data, a mix of real and fake demand, as
the input. +en, based on actual usage records, we con-
sidered each user’s extra reservations during their usage
period to be fake demand, and discarded them.

+ere are two main incorrect demands: (i) abnormal
search logs after successful booking and (ii) repeated

reservation attempts. +e abnormal search logs can be
explained by an example; in the case of a successful usage of a
user lasting from 7 : 00 p.m. to 7 : 30 p.m., any reservations
from that user during that time should be fake demand. For
the repeated reservation attempts, only the first reservation
made is considered as the real demand, and according to
staff’s experience, any reservations made within the next 15
minutes are fake demands.

4.2.VehicleDemandForecasting. +eapproach of deep neural
networks was selected due to its high performance in various
fields such as computer vision, natural language processing, and
traffic management [24–26]. In particular, Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) is a type of deep neural network that is suited to
variable length time-series problems, allowing the use of past
information to predict “future” values. One of the popular RNN
models is Gated-Recurrent Unit (GRU), the performance of
which can be compared with Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) while using less number of parameters [27]. Since GRU
computes the input only in the forward direction, Bidirectional
GRU (BiGRU) is implemented to process the data in both
directions. We also compare these three models, with a manual
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record 
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Figure 5: Overview of our proposed relocation system with four modules: (i) automatic data preprocessing, (ii) vehicle demand forecasting,
(iii) relocation optimization, and (iv) web application.
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model by experts, and then select themodel withminimum root
mean square error (RMSE) and the best simulation result as the
final model. +is section proposes a deep neural network based
on the BiGRU structure for demand forecasting.

+e architecture of the proposed model is shown in Fig-
ure 7. +e demand of each station is normalized to be a
fraction, where the summation of all stations is one at each time
step, separately between departure and destination demands.
BiGRU was used to extract features that should capture the
correlation between departure and destination demand at each
station across time. To improve upon accuracy, temporal
features are included in our model. However, the order of time
should be treated cyclically, for example, daily, weekly,
monthly, etc. +erefore, we add an auxiliary input of cyclical
time features, consisting of representations of the hour of day,
day of week, and month of year.+e extracted features and the
cyclical time features are concatenated, and finally used as an
input in the next fully connected layer, to separately forecast the
destination and departure demand in the future time step. In
practice, to predict the next day, our model will predict for the
first hour of that day using the last 30 day’s data as the input
window. +en, to predict the next hour, we discard the oldest
data and instead add the previous hour’s prediction to the
input. +is process is repeated until we obtain the full day’s
predictions. We describe each part of the model as follows:

(i) BiGRU: it is a recurrent neural network that has been
proven to be effective and fast as explored in previous

studies, especially in the domains of speech and
bioinformatics [28–30]. BiGRU has the advantage
over one-directional GRU in that it combines the
outputs from a forward GRU with a backward unit,
allowing it to capture relationships from both past
and future time steps. In our network, we used two
layers of BiGRU, each with 32 neural nodes, to ex-
tract features from departure and destination de-
mand inputs.

(ii) Fully connected layer: after obtaining the extracted
features, we feed them into fully connected layers to
predict the destination and departure demand in the
target time step. All hidden, fully connected layers in
our model have 256 neural nodes each. Each layer’s
weights are initialized according to He et al. [31] be-
cause their strategy is suitable for layers with ReLU
activation function, whichwe describe in a later section.

(iii) Activation function: rectified linear unit function
(ReLU) was selected as an activation function to
alleviate the vanishing gradient problem [32, 33].
We used this activation function for all hidden, fully
connected layers.

(iv) Regularization: to increase the numerical stability of
our neural network, we perform batch normaliza-
tion after every fully connected layer [34]. +is is
done before applying the activation function. After
each activation layer, we also employed dropout

Data : reservation logs

Result: demand logs with fake demand cleaned

sort all reservationsby event start time;

group all reservations by user;

for each user do

for each reservation from user do

if reservation is successful usage then

While next reservation time < current reservation end time do

// (i) remove abnormal search logs a�er sucessful booking

// (ii) remove repeated reservation attempts

for each reservation from user do

if current reservation time – previous reservation time <= 15 min. then

if current and previous reservations have the same or nearby departure and destination stations then

delete next reservation;

end

end

end

delete current reservation;

end

end

end

end

Figure 6: Automatic fake demand removal algorithm.
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layers to prevent overfitting by forcing the model
not to rely on the same patterns all the time [35].

(v) Encoding cyclical time features: as we expect time in
our data to be cyclical most of the time, we need to
encode this information into themodel’s input, so that
the model can treat all points in time the same way
[36]. For example, we want the model to address the
boundary between December and January the same
way it does with January and February. By assigning
numerical values to each month (0 for January, 1 for
February... and 11 for December), the gap between
December and January will be different from that of
consecutive months. Instead, we encode all cyclical
time features with sine and cosine transformations.
Each cyclical time feature is calculated as shown in
equations (1) and (2), where i is the numerical rep-
resentation of time and T is the maximum value of
that time feature. For example, T for the day of week
feature will be 7, and i being 1 represents Monday.

cirx(i) � sin
2πi

T
 , (1)

cirx(i) � cos
2πi

T
 . (2)

Our model has two outputs, one for the departure de-
mand and another for the destination demand. As both of
them are fractions that sum up to one, we use softmax as an
activation function for both output layers. From preliminary
investigation, we found that using softmax as is gives the
model a tendency to assign high fractions to only a few
stations; the remaining stations’ fractions are not learned
properly. To deal with this issue, we used temperature
scaling, which adds a hyperparameter to the softmax
function that can be calibrated to smooth down this ten-
dency and allow the model to learn fractions of the low-
ranked stations as well [37]. +e softmax function with
temperature scaling is defined as follows:

σ si(  �
exp (1/T)si( 


N
j�1 exp (1/T)sj 

, (3)

where si is the predicted demand for station i, N is the total
number of stations, and T is the temperature scaling
hyperparameter.

To train the model, we used a loss function (L), or
objective function, based on categorical cross-entropy.

Normally, categorical cross-entropy is used in classification
tasks, which has only one correct label. In this study,
however, we applied this loss to make the model’s output
converge toward the ground truth fractions. Since our model
has two outputs, our final loss function is the sum of cat-
egorical cross-entropy for both demand predictions. As a
result, the loss function is defined as follows:

L � − 
N

i�1
ti,departlog si,depart ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + 

N

i�1
ti,destlog si,dest ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(4)

where ti,depart and ti,dest are the ground truth fractions of
departure and destination demand outputs for station i,
respectively, si,depart and si,dest are the predicted demand
fractions, and N is the total number of stations.

+e predicted demands will be used to rank the stations,
and the vehicle assignment table for the target time will be
created accordingly. More specifically, the vehicle assign-
ment process has to follow certain rules, such as the min-
imum requirement that almost all stations must have at least
one vehicle and one empty parking lot. Here, we describe our
vehicle assignment procedure that follows these rules:

(1) We assign one vehicle to every station, except some
of the stations, because they have only one parking
lot each and the nearby areas are not as crowded as
the other stations.

(2) Following the ordering from the model’s ranking
output, we assign vehicles to the highest ranked
station until there is only one remaining parking lot.
For example, 3 vehicles are assigned to a station with
4 parking lots if the station is in the high ranking
category.

(3) +e process is repeated until there are no more
vehicles remaining. +e final output is a list that
shows the required number of vehicles at each sta-
tion for the target hour.

In practice, our system removes fake demand and re-
trains the model once a week. +is generally helps to reduce
computational costs and make the system capable of cap-
turing any changes in demand.

4.3. Relocation Optimization. After obtaining the vehicle
assignment table, the next step is to produce relocation trips
for operation staff according to the number of available

BiGRU

Concat
FC and BN and

ReLU and dropout

BiGRU

Encoding cyclical time
feature

FC and BN and
ReLU and dropout

FC and BN and
ReLU and dropout

FC and softmax

FC and softmax Departure demand
output

Destination
demand output

Destination
demand input

Departure
demand input

Figure 7: An architecture of our vehicle demand forecasting based on BiGRU.
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vehicles currently presented at each station. In order to
ensure that the produced trips are efficient in terms of
distance, energy consumption, and staff’s efforts, we applied
the Minimum Cost Maximum Flow algorithm for the re-
location optimization. +is algorithm is well-known and
widely used in cloud resource allocation [38], energy sharing
management [39], resource management [40, 41], and
network traffic management [42, 43]. +e objective is to
minimize the cost required to deliver the maximum amount
of flows possible in a network. In our experiment, the nodes
in the network represent the stations and the edges represent
the distances between them.

+e Minimum Cost Maximum Flow algorithm is il-
lustrated in Figure 8. +e input is the network structure
(G), where each node refers to a station with its maximum
capacity (the number of vehicles), and the link between
nodes refers to a distance between them. First, the algo-
rithm performs the “maximum-flow” to find a feasible
flow through a capacity that obtains the maximum flow
rate (k). Second, the algorithm performs the “shortest-
path” to find the path (t) wherein the cost summation is
the minimum. +en, the capacity of each node is sub-
tracted by the minimum capacity (m) of the shortest path
(t), while the cumulative flow (f ) is added. +e algorithm
repeats until the cumulative flow is equal to the maximum
flow rate (k). Finally, we obtain the list path of minimum
cost. In this study, we used the Minimum Cost Maximum
Flow algorithm implemented by Aric et al. [44].

Our relocation optimization can be represented by a
network, as depicted in Figure 9. In our scenario, this op-
timization algorithm is customized to maximize the number
of relocation vehicles, while minimizing the total distance to
move those vehicles; therefore, the operation plan is efficient
with less staff’s efforts. +e source node (S) is the node from
which the flow starts, while the target node (T) is the node
where all flows are terminated. In this case, the flow rep-
resents the total amount of vehicles in the service. As can be
seen, there are two groups of nodes between the source and

the target nodes, which are departure stations and desti-
nation stations. Every departure station node has edges
outbound to every destination station node. Each edge
represents the path from the departure station to the des-
tination station.+ese edges have costs corresponding to the
distance between the departure station and the destination
station, and have capacities corresponding to the available
vehicles at each departure station. Meanwhile, the edges
connecting the source node to departure stations have zero
cost and capacity, which is equal to the number of vehicles
available at the current time. Similarly, the edges from the
destination stations to the target node have zero cost and
capacity, which is equal to the number of vehicles available at
the prediction time.

By running the algorithm on this network, we can obtain
the optimized relocation trips for operation staff. +e flows
from each departure station to each destination station in-
dicate the vehicle relocation trips that have to be done be-
tween these two stations. By optimizing the distance that the
vehicle needs to travel, we can ensure the minimum energy
and time consumption for our vehicle relocation tasks.

4.4. Relocation Management and Notification System. In
order to completely deploy our vehicle relocation system in
the real-world use case, it is necessary to implement an
application that can automatically notify the operation staff
whenever a relocation trip is needed. Figure 10 shows the
monitoring dashboard and Line notification that we
implemented for our system. As shown in the monitoring
dashboard, the vehicle relocation trips issued by our model
are classified into three types: active trips, operating trips,
and completed trips. +e active trips are the trips issued by
the model but not yet accepted by any staff. +e operating
trips are the trips accepted by the operation staff and still in
the relocation process. +e completed trips are the trips
already done by the staff. +e staff leader usually monitors
the dashboard and also has an authority to add or remove
the trips manually. +is is allowed in order to increase the
flexibility of the relocation management. Once a new vehicle
relocation trip is issued as an active trip, all of the operating
staff will be notified by Line application, as shown in
Figure 10(b). +en, the staff who are available can press
“Accept” to accept this new trip. When the staff finish
moving the vehicle to the destination station, the staff will
press “Complete” to inform the system that this trip has been
completely done.

For more clarification, Figure 11 depicts the sequence
diagram of our vehicle relocation process. When the de-
mand forecasting model pushes a new optimized vehicle
relocation trip to the system, the system will notify all op-
eration staff via Line application. Only the first operation
staff who accepts the trip will work for this relocation trip.
Other operation staff who press accept later will receive
failed responses and the details showing the name of the
operation staff who is working for this relocation trip. After
the operation staff finishes working for the relocation trip,
the operation staff has to report to the system using the Line
application.

Data: G: the network structure
Result: p: list path of minimum cost
k = maximum-flow(G);
p = [];
f = 0;
while f < k do

t = shortest-path(G);
m = infinity;
for each node in t do

if node.capacity < m then
m = node.capacity;

p.push(t);
f = f + m;
for each node in t do

node.capacity = node.capacity - m;

return p;

Figure 8: Minimum Cost Maximum Flow algorithm.
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Figure 12 illustrates our deployment diagram. Our
computation server runs three processes including the
shared database, the model service, and the backend of the
core service. Another server, named CU-HAMO.COM,
serves the administrative dashboard website, which is the
frontend of the core service. We use Cloudflare’s service to
certify our domain name “cu-hamo.com” and to use the
HTTPS protocol. +e HTTPS protocol is required by Line
service when communicating with Line application
servers.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, there are three experiments reported. First,
we aim to show that our data preprocessing can really
remove fake demands compared to experienced staff.

Second, many variations of the relocation models have been
compared. Finally, the winner model was compared to
experienced staff in the real environment showing that it can
really improve in all measures.

5.1. Experimental Setup. In this study, the model is trained
based on a history of usage logs. To make the experiment
more realistic, a scenario based on the real data was sim-
ulated during September to November of 2019 in order to
examine the performance of our system. +e simulation
environment is setup as follows:

(i) +e number of vehicles and the station are 30 and
22, respectively

(ii) +e service time in one day starts from 7 a.m. and
ends at 7 p.m

S
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n
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Figure 9: +e network when the Minimum Cost Maximum Flow algorithm is applied to our relocation optimization.
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Figure 10: (a) Monitoring dashboard and (b) line notification.
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(iii) Each usage in the service history is processed
chronologically

(iv) Each user books a vehicle for no longer than 15
minutes

(v) +e system runs every hour, and its output will be
used to relocate vehicles

In this setup, there are two main performance measures:
the opportunity loss (booking search failures) and the
number of relocation trips (staff efforts). +e first metric was

used to measure how opportunity loss reduces, which is our
main goal, while the second metric was selected to measure
staff’s workload in our system.

To make the results more reliable, the cross-validation in
time series is employed by using the rolling basis method
since there is an order of sequences in the vehicle usage.
+us, no future data are allowed to be used in the training
data. As shown in Figure 13, the whole data form the usage
log in 2019. +ere is a threefold cross-validation in time
series. In the first iteration, the data in September were
treated as test data for the model trained by the data from
January until August. After that (in the second iteration), the
data in September were integrated into the training set and
the retrained model again, and then tested on the data in
October. Finally (the last iteration), this procedure was also
applied to the data in November as the test set.

5.2. Results of Data Preprocessing on Fake Demand Usages.
Since the model is trained based on vehicle usage logs, it is
crucial to remove fake demands like search fails andmultiple
search logs from the same user. In this section, we compared
unprocessed logs in September and October of 2019 to
cleaned usage logs by (i) manual data preprocessing by
experienced staff and (ii) our automatic data preprocessing.
Table 1 shows that there are a lot of fake demands caused by
no vehicle available and no parking lots available with more
than 50% false demands compared to the cleaned data by
experts. Also, our data preprocessing can really reduce those
fake demands by more than 50% on average, which is
comparable to how experts clean the data.+e elimination of
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram of our vehicle relocation process.
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Figure 12: Deployment diagram.
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staff can benefit in many aspects: reduce human efforts, data
cleansing consistency, and more accurate model due to
better quality of the training data.

In conclusion, data preprocessing is really important and
required in any real deployment scenario. Without re-
moving fake demands, the forecasting results can be over-
estimated. Also, other relocation systems may encounter the
same issue as in Hamo’s use case, so that they can directly
adapt our data cleansing strategy to their systems.

5.3. Results of Relocation Algorithms. +is experiment aims
to compare various relocation algorithms based on two
measures. +e first measure is the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), which is the evaluation of model precision. +e
second measure is the opportunity loss, which is the amount
of search failures resulting in less services.+e third measure
is the number of relocation trips, which is the amount of
efforts by staff to relocate vehicles in order to have vehicles
available in the stations with more demands.

+ere are four methods in the comparison: three models
are based on different forecasting techniques (BiGRU, GRU,
and LSTM) and the last one is a relocation by experts. +e
experiment was conducted on the real usage data of three
months (September, October, and November). Note that the
results of November are based on data after we deployed our
system. Table 2 shows the model precision of three models
through RMSE. +e results show that an averaging RMSE of
BiGRU is slightly higher than that of LSTM and GRU.
Figure 14 shows the result of each month separately, while
Figure 15 shows the overall result of three months. In
Figure 14(a), the results show that BiGRU is the winner in

terms of the reduction of opportunity losses unanimously in
all three months. +e number of total reduction losses is
6,778 or 4.10% in comparison to the manual relocation by
experts (7,068 losses). In Figure 14(b), the results show that
LSTM is the winner with total relocation trips of 7,102
rounds; however, BiGRU also provides a comparable result
with total relocation trips of 7,142 rounds or 5.43% re-
duction of relocation efforts in comparison to the manual
relocation by experts (7,552 rounds). It can be concluded
that BiGRU-based relocation is the winner in both oppor-
tunity losses and relocation costs. In addition, all variations
of our automatic relocation algorithms unanimously out-
perform a process managed by experts in both opportunity
losses and less relocation efforts.

5.4. Results of the Real Deployment. Apart from a contri-
bution in terms of algorithm advancement, we also im-
plement a web application with automatic rule-based
notification via Line to staff. Ourmodel was trained based on
the historical data from December 2017 to October 2019.
+en, the deployment in the real-world scenario was con-
ducted in November 2019. +e first half of November
(1st–11th) was controlled manually by experts from the

Time

Train

Test

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Figure 13: +e threefold cross validation in time series of the vehicle usage in 2019, where the data in September, October, and November
are treated as test sets.

Table 1: A comparison of usage logs among (1) unprocessed data, (2) cleaned data by experts, and (3) cleaned data by our algorithm.

Experiment Unprocessed Cleaned by experts Cleaned by system
September 2019
Failed usage (no vehicle case) 592 150 (−442) 297 (−295)
Failed usage (no station case) 545 174 (−371) 263 (−282)
Total failed usage 1,137 324 (−813) 560 (−577)
October 2019
Failed usage (no vehicle case) 715 130 (−585) 322 (−393)
Failed usage (no station case) 492 149 (−343) 227 (−265)
Total failed usage 1,207 279 (−928) 549 (−658)
+e number in the parentheses refers to the number of fake usages that can be reduced.

Table 2: A comparison of RMSE among (1) LSTM, (2) GRU, and
(3) BiGRU.

Model September October November Average
LSTM 0.1677 0.1762 0.1680 0.1706
GRU 0.1676 0.1761 0.1678 0.1705
BiGRU 0.1676 0.1751 0.1679 0.1702
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operation room, while the other half (12th–26th) was op-
erated automatically by our model (without any effort by the
experts). +ere are three measures including opportunity
losses (search failures), relocation trips (costs), and vehicle
usages (higher means more services). +e first two measures
are compared to the last measure (vehicle usage) in order to
show a ratio between losses over gains.

In Figure 16(a), the results show that there are 89 (63%)
usages and 53 (37%) losses over the total demand of 142
during the relocation period by experts, and there are 86
(66%) usages and 45 (34%) losses over the total demand of
131 during the relocation period by our application. +is
shows that the system can provide higher usages (+3%) with
lower losses (−3%) when compared with experts.

In Figure 16(b), the results demonstrate that there are 64
(42%) relocation trips (costs) over the total demand of 142
during the relocation period by experts, and there are 54 (39%)
relocation trips (costs) over the total demands of 131 during the

relocation period by our application. +is illustrates that the
system also reduces the amount of relocation efforts by 3%.
Moreover, there was a report from the staff that the amount of
their work can be reduced for about 17 man-hours/week based
on the saving hours per week manually spent by Hamo staff on
this task before having our system.

In conclusion, our application cannot only increase the
number of usages, but it also reduces opportunity losses and
relocation efforts. +is is one of the biggest contributions of
our paper since this result is based on the real use case, while
most prior works were evaluated in a simulated environ-
ment. Although our algorithms are designed specifically for
the Hamo car-sharing system, they can be applied to other
relocation systems with large scale users, vehicles, and
stations. Demand forecasting and relocation optimization
are the common modules in every relocation system. +us,
those systems with large-scale setups can benefit from our
proposed methods.
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Figure 14: A comparison of four relocation algorithms: three are automatic models (BiGRU, GRU, and LSTM) and the last one is a manual
model by experts in terms of (a) opportunity losses and (b) relocation trips.
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From our experience in this real use case, it is concluded
that there should be a minimum number of vehicles in each
station in order to guarantee the service in all stations. If
there is no limit on the number of relocated vehicles, it can
cause a shortage of available vehicles in some stations. To
address this concern, we have already implemented the
condition of a minimum number of vehicles at each station
in our system.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we aim to propose an automatic vehicle re-
location platform for a car-sharing scenario. +e contri-
butions are shown in terms of the deep-learning-based
algorithm and the real production system. For the algorithm,
the data preparation is proposed to remove fake demands,
then the recurrent neural networks are applied to forecast
the demands, and finally theMinimumCostMaximum Flow
algorithm (Min-Cost Max-Flow) is employed to optimize
the relocation trips. +e experiment was conducted in a real
scenario, entitled “CU Toyota Ha:mo,” at Chulalongkorn
University, +ailand in 2019. +e results show that our data
preparation can reduce more than 50% of fake demands,
which is comparable to manual processing by human ex-
perts. Also, the best relocation algorithm is Bidirectional
GRU along with Min-Cost Max-Flow; it outperforms the
operation by human experts with lower losses for 4.10% and
less number of relocation trips for 5.43%. +e real web
application has fully replaced a system operated by humans.
By comparison to the previous human-operated system, the
result is so remarkable that it increases usage by 3% (from
86% to 89%), while reducing both opportunity losses and
staff efforts by 3% (from 37% to 34%) and 3% (from 42% to
39%). +ere was a report from the staff that the amount of
their work can be reduced by about 17 man-hours/week.

As in the case of our relocation solution for the Hamo
case study, the whole system can be integrated into other
car-sharing systems where the relocation is performed by the

operator. Furthermore, each of our proposed modules can
be applied separately to solve the issue and increase the
performance of other systems. First, the data preprocessing
module can be used to deal with the fake demand issue.
Second, the vehicle demand forecasting module can be
helpful for organizing our supplies in advance. Finally, the
relocation optimization module can maximize the profit
while minimizing the operation costs.

In the future, we plan to extend our solution into larger
areas, such as districts or cities. If the car-sharing system
covers an entire area of the city, it may be infeasible to re-
balance the vehicles only by the staff. For such large areas,
there should be an alternative strategy, such as user coop-
eration-based relocations.
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